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Abstract — The use of gliders in the Pol
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European FP7 ACCESS project and in coo
Institute of Marine Research, Norway.  
The paper discusses the performanc
EXPLORER vehicle during the mission in A
behavior of the magnetic compass in close 
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flight of the glider. The reliability and robust
is evaluated for operations in these difficul
successful and cost-effective mission now o
future opportunities to conduct repeat autono
in the Barents Sea. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
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application of gliders at high latitudes is di
challenging navigation conditions (sea
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performance. 
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deployment of the supporting acoustic platfo
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SEA EXPLORER glider conducting mo
Barents Sea without any additional supporti
B. The Barents Sea 
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D. The SEA EXPLORER Glider 
The SEA EXPLORER, shown in Fig
underwater vehicle with a wingless design 
speeds of up to 0.5 m/s. The SEA EXPLOR
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